WHAT MAKES YOU HEAR ME SO WELL?
HOW YAHWEH EXPLAINS THE PROPHET’S SPIRIT
SUSANNA SAYS:
I can hear Yahweh talk with me as if He is a human who sits beside me. To hear
differently, I had to wait on the Great Holy Spirit for His will. Throughout His training,
there was deep loneliness, for others could not believe that the God of the Bible is real
and would talk, still, in lots of words, giving paragraphs of His will.
I am willing to give you what He gives.
Like any other human, I am made of body, soul, and spirit. For me to operate in the office
as a prophet, my spirit had to be upgraded to carry out the duties of the world-level
prophet post, so I would not break under the pressure of the duty station given to
influence. My mission is to preach the Kingdom and prepare the world for the return of
Christ. And with such a mission, I was placed under heavy training and upgrades.
GOD I AM SAYS:
What causes you to hear Me this well? Your spirit—the real you—has an upgraded way.
That upgrade enables you to fine-tune My will and process it into your way for natural
use. People would hear Me say one word or would hear a sentence, yet that would be a
level that would be the maximum level reached. And with this little detail, there would be
many different ways they think they should move into.
But with prophets, I speak many phrases. I would also speak full movings of paragraphs.
I would also give visions, dreams, spiritual downloads, where they would just know what
the plan truly should be. There is a link in the prophet where they would know a plan just
based on My Spirit telling them.
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This moves in the prophet, where they are upgraded in the spirit part to know what the
God they serve truly wills. They only have their spirit. That’s what is referred to as the
“prophet’s spirit,” which is a human spirit upgraded to handle God’s will, downloaded in
major planning details.
Spiritual engagement with God can be draining; and that makes this office a hard one.
People think that being a prophet only means hearing from God, but there is much more
to the office. And with that authority, license, and mantle, there is little room for that
human to go his or her own way.
There must be a full yielding in God’s will.
The prophet needs the Great Holy Spirit within their prophet’s spirit. Don’t cause any
confusion. The human—the prophet—has three parts—body, soul, and spirit. And with
that spirit, it is upgraded to be called a prophet, hence the saying “the prophet’s spirit,”
which refers to the human spirit of a prophet in the office-level work details.
SUSANNA SAYS:
The upgrade within the prophet’s spirit gives pure-flowing drinking and release to the
prophet for work within their sphere of influence.
The prophet communes with God, just as other Christians, but there is a deeper, filtered
way of receiving for the sole purpose of carrying out work-related duties. The wisdom of
God flows into the spirit part of the prophet. The prophet’s upgraded spirit receives
greater levels of understanding and provides the prophet with a deep unfiltered surging
from Yahweh.
A prophet must have a strong way of hearing and seeing spiritual dealings and cannot
fumble around, wondering if they hear a plan from Yahweh. And when there is a work
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detail given, the prophet must have a firm plan with being in tune with the weightiness
of God’s presence.
While all prophets should hear God’s voice to some extent, for some, Yahweh gives their
spirit a deep way of receiving His will.
The office referred to here is called the “prophet” office. The upgrade within the prophet—
the person’s spirit—is referred to as the “prophet’s spirit”—since God-ordained prophets
would receive this way of upgrade within his or her spirit.
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